Exploring the folding free energy landscape of insulin using bias exchange metadynamics.
The bias exchange metadynamics (BE-META) technique was applied to investigate the folding mechanism of insulin, one of the most studied and biologically important proteins. The BE-META simulations were performed starting from an extended conformation of chain B of insulin, using only eight replicas and seven reaction coordinates. The folded state, together with the intermediate states along the folding pathway were identified and their free energy was determined. Three main basins were found separated from one another by a large free energy barrier. The characteristic native fold of chain B was observed in one basin, while the other two most populated basins contained "molten-globule" conformations stabilized by electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, respectively. Transitions between the three basins occur on the microsecond time scale. The implications and relevance of this finding to the folding mechanisms of insulin were investigated.